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For those who don't remember, Typhoid Mary was an Irish cook working for rich families in New
York in about 1910, accused of passively spreading typhoid fever.  She was called an asymptomatic
carrier and allegedly infected up to 100 people before being quarantined and forbidden from working
as a cook.  

So, how do I know this was faked?  Well you already have the clue.  Did you get it?  The picture
above.  Let's blow it up even more:



I guess you see it now.  It's another bad paste/drawing.  It reminds us of the sort of pastes we saw in the
Titanic hoax of about the same time.  Probably the same team of photo fakers.   Do we have any other
pictures of her?  Yes, two other famous ones: 

As you see, they don't match eachother, or the one in bed.  Three different women.  So this story was
just cobbled together from scratch.  Complete fiction.  The second one there looks like Lizzie Borden
to me, but it is being sold as Typhoid Mary.  

But let me give you some more clues before I tell you what it was about.  We just have to go right
down the Wiki page for Mary Mallon, looking for things that don't make sense.  The first thing that
jumped out at me was that she was supposed to have worked at Tuxedo Park in 1904, at age 34.
Unlikely, since the rich people there would have hired the best cooks in the world, not vagrant Irish
cooks with no references.  In the past three years she had allegedly left at least four positions under
mysterious circumstances, so no rich families would have hired her.  These people don't just hire cooks
off the streets, or out of the yellow pages.  They check references.  You know your Upstairs
Downstairs or Gosford Park or Downton Abbey.  But the real flapping red flag is Tuxedo Park, which
was already on the tip of my tongue due to recent work on the Manhattan Project.  One of my readers
sent me a book called Tuxedo Park and I am reading it right now.  It is sitting on the table next to my
bed.  I know too much to write that off as a mad coincidence.  It is about Alfred Lee Loomis, another
billionaire behind the Manhattan Project.  

Anyway, Mallon wasn't working for Loomis.  She was supposedly working for his neighbor George
Kessler, who was himself of a family of noble Jews from Schwartzburg-Rudolstadt.  His mother was
Adolphine Clotilde Zetzsche and his wife was Ida Grant Fields.  His grandmother was Philippine
Auguste Albine Deppe von Alberti, linking us to the Bourbons.  Also no doubt linking us forward to
Johnny Depp.  Kessler was an architect who came out of the school of the Grand Ducal Gardens in
Weimar.  So you see who we are dealing with here.  Not someone who would hire a transient Irish
cook with dirty hands.

Typhoid Mary was allegedly caught while working for Charles Elliot Warren on Oyster Bay.  Warren
hired George Soper to find out why everyone was getting sick.  Who was he?  Well, he came out of the
army, being at least a major by 1907.  He allegedly had a PhD from Columbia but was not a doctor.
Nonetheless most places called him Dr. Soper.  At the time we are told he was working for the New
York Department of Health, but I found no confirmation of that.  He later became Director of the
American Cancer Society, so huge red flags on this guy.  Guess who he married?  Mary Virginia
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McLeod.  And who else do we know from New York that is a McLeod?  That would be Trump, whose
mother is a McLeod.  The wife is scrubbed at Findagrave, and now you see why.   

And who was Charles Elliot Warren?  He was a banker, but he also just happened to be a brigadier
general in the army and a huge spook:  

He was the director of Lincoln Bank.  So you see there may be something going on we haven't been
told.

Here's your next clue, straight from Wiki:

Soper notified the New York City Health Department, whose investigators realized that Mallon was a
typhoid carrier. By sections 1169 and 1170 of the Greater New York Charter, Mallon was arrested as a
public health threat.

What's wrong there?  Well, we were told Soper already worked for the Health Department, so why
would he need to notify them?   I thought he was an investigator for them.  Apparently not.  They can't
keep the story straight, as usual.  

Here's your next clue: Wiki admits that Mallon later sent samples to an independent lab not connected
to Soper, and all tests were negative for typhoid.  They also admit the press later soured on the story,
taking Mary's side.  So even the mainstream press could see through this.  But despite that, the
permanent story remained the same: the story we learn today doesn't come from later press reports, it
comes from Soper and his goons, indicating the story came from military intelligence and thereby
outranked anything discovered by actual reporters.  

So what was this all about?  Well, we can already see it had to do with selling the new germ theory to
the public, and specifically the idea of asymptomatic carriers.  Wiki admits that until then, germ theory
was mostly unknown to the public, and passive carriers weren't known even to professional health
workers of the time.  So Typhoid Mary was invented, apparently by military propaganda teams, to
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promote all that.   

Note the little skulls in place of eggs there.  Subtle, guys.  

Why?  Well, because the banks were heavily invested in new treatments, including of course. . .
vaccines.   We have just seen how that played out in the long run, after more than a century of this, so
we are in a position to judge the whole thing by the result.  And what was the result?   The entire
medical system has turned out to be a massive fraud, caught murdering millions of people for profit.  In
the past three years mainstream medicine has destroyed itself by playing along with the Covid scam,
one of the greatest scams of history.  Trust in doctors, media, government, AND military is quickly
plummeting to zero, for good reason.  

Does that mean germ theory is completely wrong?  I don't know.  I am not an epidemiologist and
haven't studied the question long enough to say.  But given what just happened, I certainly don't blame
those who are asking the question.  

One thing is for certain, though: vaccines are bad news.  You would be smart to avoid them
completely. Do not vaccinate your children or pets, unless you want them sick or dead.  They are
likely the central cause of the autism epidemic, and the newest ones are deadly in many new ways,
including immediate heart failure and full system compromise.  The old theories that the Spanish Flu
was not flu at all, but reaction to a botched vaccination program at the US entry into WWI, are also
looking more likely.  These theories are gaining traction, and recent government denials have that usual
hollow ring to them.  But we don't need the events of 1918 to teach us anything, since we just lived
through something just as bad, or worse.  If we can't learn some important lessons from this, we are
finished as a species.  


